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The nature of early buildings and engineering works in Australia was greatly
affected by the location of the raw materials, for where they were lacking it
was simply impossible to translate standard British practice onto the colonial
scene. It was in fact the very lack of a good hydraulic lime or cement, or
indeed a rock lime of any sort, which determined much of the architectural
character of our first settlement.

a. shell lime and imports
Neither limestone or chalk was to be found in the vicinity of Sydney Cove, 1
and shells were burnt for lime in the first months of settlement, as they had
been in other colonies in North America2 and South Africa.3 Governor Phillip
is said to have brought a little lime from England to the settlement, but he had
to try and obtain more locally even for his own house. 'The Governor', wrote
John White, 'notwithstanding that he had collected together all the shells
which could be found, for the purpose of obtaining from them the lime
necessary to the construction of a house for his own residence, did not
procure even a fourth part of the quantity which was wanted.' 4 Such lime as
could be obtained from sea shells at Sydney was in great demand for
stuccoing and plastering over the other inferior building materials, and not
much was used for mortar or other structural purposes.
To the shortage of good mortar can be attributed the prevalence of single
storey buildings in early Sydney, as well as their rapid rate of deterioration.
As Phillip said. 'the materials can only be laid in clay, which makes it
necessary to give great thickness to the walls, and even then they are not so
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firm as might be wished.'5 Brick walls were built with mortars of clay or loam
at Government House, Parramatta, of 1790, and John Macarthur's Elizabeth
Farm of 1793.6
Lieutenant-Governor David Collins was particularly
unfortunate: due to the lack of lime the house built for him on the western
side of the Tank Stream 'gave way with the heavy rains and fell to the
ground'. Loam was also used for plastering. The only surviving Victorian
example of external loam stucco, according to Hanut Dodd, is that of
'Ercildoune' near Ballarat, of 1859.7 Loam was used even more commonly for
internal work, as at Robert Hoddle's house in Melbourne of 1838, 8 and a
surviving example is the ceiling of St Andrew's Manse, Port Fairy, of 1856. 9
As a general rule shells can be easily seen in the mortar of older buildings in
coastal and riverine New South Wales. Shell lime was burnt from the piles of
oyster shells found in Aboriginal middens all along the coast, and when these
were exhausted the bays and inlets were dredged for live oysters.10 In the
1850s and 1860s the activities of the shell diggers had become a problem in
the Sydney region, and were resulting in the depletion of oyster supplies, a
problem overcome only when the establishment of railway connections in the
1870s enabled rock lime to be brought from inland.11
At Coal River [Newcastle] the lime was made from oyster shells which,
according to W C Wentworth, were found close to the banks of the river 'in
beds of amazing size and depth', which some surmised were the results of
the perennial feasts of the Aborigines. Wentworth himself thought it more
probable that they were natural beds left aside by some shift in the course of
the river. The lime was sold at Sydney for a shilling a bushel, 12 and the
commandant, Major Morisset, was also expected to maintain a stock of 1,200
bushels in the lime store.
In 1816 Captain Wallis established the
Limeburner's Bay settlement north of Stockton, on the Hunter River. When
this was abandoned for Port Macquarie in 1823 the manufacture was
continued by free settlers, who sold the lime to nearby squatters, and shell
boats traded on the river until at least 1838. 13 At Twofold Bay a large heap of
'mud-oyster' shells which were burnt for lime in the 1840s was reported to
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have been brought 'from distant shores', but it is easier to believe that they
were gathered in the immediate vicinity.14
At Corinella in Victoria shell lime was burnt in 1826, and shell lime was burnt
by John Allee in early Melbourne for a short time until sources of limestone
were discovered.
From December 1837 until at least October 1838
government gangs were collecting and burning shells in the vicinity of
Melbourne, though limestone was also being used from August onwards. 15
Similarly at Moreton Bay [Brisbane] four convicts were employed in 1826 at
burning shells for lime,16 and this continued until Captain Logan travelled up
the Bremer and found limestone.17 Shell lime was also used in New Zealand,
and in 1840 the best spot for collecting shells was reported near the site of
Auckland.18 On the Clarence River in New South Wales the only lime
available was that manufactured from oyster and cockle shells, and it was in
use at least until 1866,19 and at this time shell lime was also being produced
at Port Arthur, Tasmania.20 Shells from Aboriginal middens were the main
source of lime at Palmerston [Darwin], and a pier from J G Knight's
Government Residence, reconstructed in 1874, is of concrete containing shell
residue.21
At the Victoria settlement in northern Australia a kiln was built in about 1845,
and seashells burnt for lime.22 However coral was an alternative raw material
throughout the more northerly parts of Australia. At Darwin, according to
Harriet Daly, not a trace of limestone was to be found, so coral was burnt in
1871 to produce 'the most beautiful lime' for use in the construction of the
Residency.23 In the 1880s both shells and coral were used at Darwin. 24 Even
in Brisbane in 1846 Andrew Petrie is thought to have burnt both shells and
coral at Cleveland for use in the building of 'Newstead House',25 and both
materials were burnt in the kiln established on St Helena island in 1869. 26
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b. rock lime
Elsewhere the situation was to be different. At Norfolk Island there was found
limestone suitable as a building material in its own right, as well as for
burning, and this enabled the construction of durable buildings even in the
very first years. By 1793 sacks of lime were being sent to Sydney in the
Kitty.27 Limestone was burnt successfully at Collins's Sorrento settlement in
Port Phillip Bay, of 1803-4, but not used after the settlement was abandoned.
In Van Diemen's Land (Tasmania) Lieutenant-Governor Paterson on his first
arrival at Port Dalrymple in 1804 reported the discovery of limestone, though
it proved unsuitable for burning, and within a few weeks a better lime was
being made from shells.28 Limestone was also found near Hobart.29 By 1816
a limestone quarry had been opened near Hobart, 'the Mortar from which is
extremely good for Masons' Work, but not so good as Shell-Lime (which is to
be had in the greatest abundance) for the Plaisterer's use'. Limestone had
also been burnt at Gunning's estate on the Coal River, and deposits had
been discovered in other parts of the island.30
Only in the 1820s were deposits of limestone and marble found in inland New
South Wales,31 for example at McArthur's property at Cowpastures, where
limestone was burnt in 1821, allegedly for 'cement', 32 and north of the Mount
Horrible Road near Bathurst, from 1822.33 Lime was nevertheless in short
supply in most inland parts of the colony, and as late as 1826 James Atkinson
suggests that the settler's stone chimney should be built with loam as
mortar.34 The same loam, mixed with some coarse grass, will serve as a first
coat in plastering, then there should be a second coat containing 'a portion of
lime', and the whole should be whitewashed. 35 The lime from Bathurst had
no impact in Sydney because of the difficulty and expense of transporting it
over the Blue Mountains, but lime from Picton and Argyle was being sold in
Sydney in the 1840s. After the railway was put through Marulan lime became
the favoured type for bricklayers,36 and by the 1870s limes burnt from the
Marulan and Manning River stones were standard items on the Sydney
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market.37 However lime was also brought from Victoria, and by 1880 shell
lime had been completely superseded.38
In Van Diemen's Land rock lime was found in various parts, and the
distribution of stuccoed buildings, which were common in the north and rare
in the south, was determined more by the lack of good freestone in the north
than by the distribution of limestone. In the 1830s several kilns were
operated by the government near New Norfolk.39 At Brisbane Captain Logan
discovered limestone on the Bremer, at what is now Ipswich, in about March
1827. A sample was sent to Sydney in April, and by July a kiln and a
settlement were established. It was reported that 300 to 350 bushels [11-13
m3] per week were produced.40 In the later 1870s James Campbell & Sons
established the Langshaw Marble Lime Works at New Farm.41
In Western Australia limestone was available at both Albany and Fremantle,
but at Albany shells were burnt in preference to stone in 1826-7.42 Lime was
used in the construction of the Round House at Fremantle in 1831, and
according to Pearson it would have been burnt either in shallow pits or in
small masonry kilns.43 At Rottnest Island, as at Albany, though limestone
was quarried for building purposes, shells were burnt to get lime for mortar
and stucco.44 Near Perth, limestone could be got from Mount Eliza. 45 None
had been found in the vicinity of York, and in the 1860s the government
offered a reward of £40 for its discovery.46
It was not long after the settlement of Melbourne that John Pascoe Fawkner
remembered the rock lime which had been used in 1803-4 at the abortive
settlement of Sorrento, where he had been as a child, and from 1839 an
extensive trade developed in lime from Point Nepean, some of it for export to
Sydney. Heads lime was still being sold in Melbourne in 1854.47 Other
sources of limestone had been found at Geelong and elsewhere which would
produce a slightly hydraulic lime, and it was this that at last made external
stucco reasonably durable. Thus it was that Melbourne, in contrast to
Sydney, developed a stuccoed architecture of a sort now outmoded in Britain
itself. 'I am sorry to say that the demon of Roman cement has doubled the
Cape, and begun to revel in all the luxuries of the Regent-street school of
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architecture' wrote a visitor in 1845,48 though most of the stucco which
conveyed this impression would not in fact have been made with imported
Roman cement, but with locally burnt rock lime.
Less attention was paid to mortar, which was often made with inferior lime, if
any, and with loam rather than sand. Lime was also used in conjunction with
ash and other materials (such as ox blood) prescribed in the various
traditional British recipes to create primitive concrete floors, as has been
discussed above. Lime was only very gradually replaced by cement, and
even in the twentieth century mortar mixes containing both materials were
common. However the production of lime was concentrated in fewer and
larger works, and by the 1890s Waratah Bay lime was regarded as the best in
Victoria, and also well received in New South Wales.49

c. lime burning
Lime was at first burnt in bush kilns, in which there was no permanent
structure, and the stone and fuel were stacked in alternate layers. At
Newcastle, according to W C Wentworth, the process of making lime from
oyster shells was simple and quick: 'They are first dug up and sifted, then
piled over large heaps of wood, which are set fire to, and speedily convert the
superincumbent mass into excellent lime.'50 Harrington distinguishes simple
heap burning from pit burning, and this in turn from pye or clamp kilns. 51
There is no clear evidence of these types in Victoria, but Pearson has
reported pits at Limekilns, New South Wales.
At all major sites permanent kilns were soon developed. These were typically
in the form of an inverted cone, and were usually built into a slope or cliff face
to reduce the amount of construction required. The inverted cone form was
used at St Helena Island, Moreton Bay, where a kiln in use by 1869 was built
into the side of an escarpment, with stone walls, bell-shaped brick chimney,
and a brick draw hole at beach level. The raw materials were coral and shells
collected on the island, and the lime was not only used for the construction of
buildings but also, it seems probable, for the production of sugar at a
somewhat later date.52 Other such kilns were at Norfolk Island; Garden
Island, Sydney; and Portland, Victoria, while at Limeburner's point, Victoria,
the kilns are of even deeper, shaft-like proportions. However this form seems
to have been unknown in Western Australia, and Michael Pearson reports at
Albany circular, square and rectangular (deeper than wide) kilns of this
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character - that is, built into a bank. He is unable to present their vertical
sections, but he describes the circular one as being a cylinder 2.5 m tall and 2
m in diameter. In other words it is not conical like those in Victoria, and it is
quite squat in proportion. These kilns at Albany were used intermittently until
World War II. Pearson reports other circular kilns at Ludlow, south of
Bunbury, which are not in a bank, and must have an artificial construction of
some sort behind them for loading purposes.53
Common lime burning, as it continued through the later nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, tended to rely upon more capacious rectangular kilns,
known as 'D-kilns', in New South Wales and Queensland. Two D-kilns
survive at the Langshaw Marble Lime Works, New Farm, Brisbane. 54 Michael
Pearson describes similar kilns in Western Australia, including those at
Coogee, near Fremantle (dating from the late nineteenth century), at
Bullsbrook, north-east of Perth (undated), at Yallingup, south-west of
Busselton (1922), and a double kiln at Wanneroo, north of Perth (1955 and
1957).55
At David Mitchell's Cave Hill Lime-Works at Lilydale, near Melbourne, the
kilns were of a different form, ovoid at the base but with perpendicular sides.
The limestone was stacked in alternate layers with fuel, and the burnt lime
was drawn out at the basis in a standard way. In the 1880s there were five
such kilns, and three hundred tonnes of lime were produced per week. 56
Flare kilns, in which the fuel and the limestone are kept separate, give a less
adulterated product but tend to be less efficient, producing a high proportion
or underburnt and overburnt material. According to Harrington the only
Victorian examples were Dibley's at Coimadai, as first operated, and the
Fossil Beach Cement Works (discussed below).57

d. hydraulic lime and cement
In the late eighteenth century a number of so-called cements, actually limes
with pozzolanic additives, were developed in Europe. They probably had
some small impact in the first years of the Sydney settlement, but they were
soon superseded by Parker's 'Roman' cement, and then by Portland cement,
so they need be mentioned only briefly here. In both Britain and Australia
there were some rock limes which by reason of their composition, particularly
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if the stone contained a proportion of clay, produced a material with some
hydraulic properties. A true hydraulic lime cannot be slaked, will set even
under water, and when used as stucco on the outside of a building will be
able resist the weather. In Britain the best known type was the blue lias lime
found in the west of England.58
The engineer John Smeaton used blue lias lime in the 1750s in the
construction of the Eddystone Light, but added terra puzzulano, which was
available, more or less fortuitously, from a Plymouth merchant. 59 Italian
pozzolano was a volcanic ash which had been produced by Vesuvius and
iother voilcanoes. The equivalent in northern Europe was a tuff found in
Holland, known as tarras or trass, and a French equivalent, cendrée de
Tournay, was also also used, though never so prominent. 60 The addition of
pozzolano and other materials to lime is a traditional practice, quite distinct
from the manufacture of artificial cement. Such mixtures were developed to a
high degree by Byan Higgins, who published his results in 1780,61 and may
conceivably have been influential in Australia. Higgins patented one recipe 62
and licensed it to be used by the builder Samuel Wyatt, and the architect
James Wyatt,63 only shortly before the latter was to form his partnership with
James Parker in the development of natural cement.
In 1774 Antoine-Joseph Loriot published his cement in the Mémoire sur une
Découverte dans l'Art de Bâtir.64 This was followed immediately by an
English edition which sold out, a success which Eileen Harris attributes to the
facts that the invention was fully explained in the book but not protected by
patent, and that the publication coincided with the London Building Act,
1774.65 Loriot's 'cement' was in fact no more than a mixture of sand, brick
dust and either quicklime or old slaked lime (according to his two recipes),66
and Higgins dismissed it entirely, apart from acknowledging that lime was at
least a better ingredient than whiting.67 Higgins was promoting his own
cement, which was at least the result of a process of experimental
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development, but it, in its turn, could not compete with the natural or 'Roman'
cement discovered a few years later.
Roman cement was the invention, or more precisely the discovery, of James
Parker of Northfleet in Kent, who found that septaria nodules found on the
Island of Sheppey, or by extension other naturally occurring combinations of
clay and limestone, would produce a hydraulic cement. Parker's patent of
1796 provided essentially that this material should be burnt to a high
temperature and ground to produce a stronger cement than any hitherto
available,68 and one which could resist weathering and even had some
capacity to set under water. It was manufactured and marketed by Parker in
partnership with the architect James Wyatt, and was the basis of the durable
stucco which characterises the English Regency style. In 1851 it was
manufactured by J M Blashfield, who claimed to be the successor of Parker &
Wyatt.69 Parker's original cement was walnut brown in colour,70 though other
versions of Roman cement came in different colours, and in the case of the
Medina and Mulgrave cements more approached the (much-desired)
appearance of Bath or Portland stone.71 In fact there is no basic reason why
an artificial cement should differ in colour from a natural one, given that the
basic ingredients could be the same.
The principal English brands, according to Hurst, were Harwich, or Frost's;
Francis and Grellier's, made at Millwall; Atkinson's or Mulgrove's [sic, for
Mulgrave], from Whitby in Yorkshire; Calderwood, from Glasgow; and
Medina, from Hampshire and the Isle of Wight. 72 But of these Frost's at least
is better described as an artificial cement, and is discussed in that context
below. In France comparable nodules were found at Boulogne, and a clay
beneath this stratum was the only identified natural cement in the form of a
soft deposit.73 The engineer Henri de Villeneuve developed a process by
which, he claimed, hydraulic lime and cement could be produced from all
carbonates of lime, without the addition of other substances. These materials
were manufactured commercially by Régny, Lyon & Co of Loquefort la
Nerthe, and were shown at the Great Exbibition. 74 It is difficult to see how
this would be possible.
In 1821 the Sydney architect Henry Kitchen told Commissioner Bigge that
limestone had been burnt to produce cement at MacArthur's property at
Camden, but this can at best have been only a mildly hydraulic lime, or much
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more would have been heard of it.75 In practice all such materials were
imported for some time to come. Parker's cement was available in Sydney at
least by 1826,76 and was being advertised in 1835 by G S Tucker. 77 Other
more or less adequate hydraulic limes were brought from Port Phillip and
elsewhere.78 In Adelaide, after the failure of the Torrens Weir, T B
Strangways was insistent that North Adelaide lime should on no account be
used in public works exposed to water, but only the best hydraulic lime. 79 In
Adelaide that would have meant an imported product, but in Victoria a
number of roche or rock limes with hydraulic properties were discovered from
the 1850s onwards.
A specification of 1890 calls for 'approved Geelong Waratah [Gippsland] or
Lilydale roche lime',80 while another specification in that year names these
three together with Coimadai lime.81 Coimadai or Pyrete Creek, near
Bacchus Marsh, was a source of common lime from the 1850s onwards. By
1886 three lime claims there were in the hands of the Alkemade Hydraulic
Lime and Cement Company, a partnership of Petrus Alkemade, builder, and
Matthew Egan. Nearby George Dibley also established a Hydraulic Lime &
Cement Co. Lime from these sources was in high demand during the
building boom of the 1880s, and J C Newbery, chemist at the Victorian
Museum, claimed that it was equal to the best imported English hydraulic
lime. Dibley's works ceased production in 1892, doubtless as a result of the
depression, but Alkemade's continued well into the twentieth century. 82
As local production of lime was improved in the latter half of the century, the
importation of hydraulic lime from Britain and elsewhere (which had been
substantial) was reduced considerably. What did not reduce was the
importation of cement. Roman cement was probably imported to Australia
fairly extensively and used for special purposes. Major Mitchell's memoranda
of about 1828 note the desirability of lining a cesspool with Roman cement, 83
but these are probably notes transcribed from English sources, and it does
not follow that anything of the sort was being done in Australia. T H James
reported amongst the abandoned detritus at Port Adelaide in 1836 'blocks of
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Henry Kitchen to Commissioner J T Bigge, 13 August 1823, J.T. Bigge Report Appendix, Bonwick Transcripts, Mitchell Library, box 27, p 6449, cited in James
Broadbent, The Australian Colonial House (Sydney 1997), p 95.
Australian, 5 April 1826, quoted in Barrie Dyster, Servant and Master (Kensington
[NSW] 1989), p 105
Sydney Herald, 23 November 1835, reproduced in Ian Evans, The Australian Home
(Sydney 1983), p 59.
Geelong Advertiser, 28 July 1856.
South Australian Register, 6 October 1858, quoted in E & R Jensen, Colonial
Architecture in South Australia (Adelaide 1980), p181.
Hyndman & Bates, 'Specification, &c, Villa Residence Tank +c / Camberwell / Arthur J
Fuller Esq / Normanby Chambers Chancery Lane' (Melbourne 1990), p 2.
Reed, Henderson & Smart, 'Specification of Work to be done ... New Premises for the
Metropolitan Gas Coy.' (Melbourne 1990), p 4.
Harrington, Limeburning in Victoria, p 9, pp 38-9, ref C Johnston, 'Conservation
Analysis: Coimadai Lime Kilns' (report to the Rural Water Commission 1986);
Melbourne's Living Museum of the West, 'An Oral History of the Coimadai Kilns' (report
to the Rural Water Commission 1986).
Sir Thomas L Mitchell Memoranda Book, 1827-1829, Mitchell Library, manuscript ML
C38, reel CY 1992.
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Roman cement', now as hard as stone, wanting nothing but the staves and
hoops'.84 Hoever Roman cenent was again on sale in Adelaide in 1850. 85
In 1854 Roman cement was on sale in Melbourne,86 and in 1856 barrels of
Roman cement were listed amongst the contents of 'Barwon Grange',
Geelong. Portland Cement, in which similar proportions of limestone and clay
are deliberately achieved by mixing the materials, and which is burnt at a
higher temperature and ground more carefully, had been developed in about
1813-24, but only began to be widely accepted in Britain in the 1840s. Both
these materials were imported by the Australian colonies, and of course
attempts were made to emulate them locally. At the Great Exhibition
specimens of Roman cement stone, said to be found in great quantities on
the banks of the Taranaki, in New Zealand, were exhibited, but there is no
evidence of cement being manufactured from it. 87
The first attempts in Australia at producing a hydraulic cement seem to have
been those of Charles Mayes in 1853. It does not appear that any system of
patents was operating in Victoria at the time (the first patents were issued in
the following year, the second being to Mayes himself for his improved pisé,
discussed above).
However, Mayes claimed to have invented 'an
incombustible building material', and on the strength of this sought from
Lieutenant-Governor La Trobe a licence to search for and remove 'certain
rocks or cement stones for the manufacture of calcareous, hydraulic and
other cements' required to make his material, as well as to construct kilns and
do other things ancillary to the enterprise. As there was no patent
specification we do not know what he had invented. Nor did he gain his
licence. The file is annotated by 'JF' [J F L Foster, Colonial Secretary], 'I do
not feel at liberty to grant all his applications give the sanguine gentleman a
proper answer.'88
The only significant local manufacturer of Roman cement was the Patent
Septaria Cement Company at Mornington, Victoria, which operated from
1862 to 1865. The mover in the business was the architect J M Robertson,
who received a patent in 1861 for something which sounds midway between
a natural and an artificial cement.89 In 1854 A R C Selwyn, the government
geologist, had noticed the good limestone between Schnapper Point
[Mornington] and Mount Martha at what was later known as Fossil Beach.90
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T H James, Six Months in South Australia (London 1838), p 28.
Elfrida Jensen & Rolf Jensen, Colonial Architecture in South Australia; a Definitive
Chronicle of Development 1836-1890 and the Social History of the Times (Rigby,
Adelaide 1980), p 107.
Argus, 30 July 1853, p 7.
London, Great Exhibition, 1851, Catalogue, II, p 1001.
Colonial Secretary's correspondence C 53/9930. See also Mayes's advertisement in
the Argus, 3 October 1853, p [?3].
Victorian patent no 498 to James Robertson, 1 October 1861. C B Mayes, The
Australian Builders' Price-Book (2nd ed, Melbourne 1862), p 144, refers to this patent
and identifies Robertson as the architect. He was a partner of Thomas Hale in the firm
of Robertson & Hale from 1855 until at least 1861, later practising alone, and he died in
1883.
Hunter Rogers, The Early History of the Mornington Peninsula (5th ed, Mornington
[Victoria] 1972 [1960]), p 22.
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During 1862 extensive kilns were built there for the manufacture of hydraulic
and other cements. These were claimed to have proved highly satisfactory
under test, and were sold at such low price that they were expected to drive
imports off the market. In the event, however, the company failed and
ceaased production in 1865.91 J M Robertson received a further Victorian
patent in 1871 for improvements in the manufacture of hydraulic cements,
consisting essentially of a particular way of processing the types of lime and
clay found in Victoria. The material was levigated (apparently to segregate
the sand content), calcined, and ground to powder.92
It was to be more than twenty years before local makers were able to produce
Portland cement successfully. The lack of any local source of hydraulic lime
or cement meant that the use of stucco was limited in Sydney, though
Cunningham speaks of 'brick plastered and whitewashed' as being fairly
normal.93 Even this does not imply the use of a high grade cement, or even a
hydraulic lime, for elsewhere Cunningham proposes an external plaster for
slab houses consisting of 'alluvial soil, mixed with a portion of cow-dung to
prevent it from cracking, and with chopped straw to enable it to adhere.' 94 It
was essential, according to James Thompson, that brick or stone walls on the
south or weather side should be stuccoed 'for, if this is not done, the rain
penetrates the bricks or stone, and makes the walls always wet.' 95 For such
purposes 'Roman' cement was imported. Much later William Shearing, of G
& W Shearing, South Australian brick and pottery makers, discovered a
cement stone within reach of Adelaide, and in 1889 the cement was reported
to be available in any quantity.96
In Victoria there were abortive experiments with magnesian limestone
cements, which probably reflect earlier developments in India. A British
colonist in India, Dr Macleod, had discovered the hydraulic properties of
magnesian limestone and brought them to the attention of the Madras
government. Tests were conducted by A T Cotton of the Madras Engineers,
who found magnesian cement to be equal to Parker's.97 Its cost was about
the same, but within fifteen years it dropped to a tenth due to the discovery of
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Rogers, History of the Mornington Peninsula, p 22. In 1967, according to G S McLaren
in the Age, 25 March 1967, the works were still shown on the current Admiralty chart for
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Society, the report of which is: William Culican & John Taylor, Fossil Beach Cement
Works Mornington Victoria (Deception Bay [Queensland] 1972).
Victorian patent no 7583 to James Moeller Robertson, 3 November 1871.
Peter Cunningham, Two Years in New South Wales (2nd ed, 2 vols, London 1827), I, p
43.
Cunningham, Two Years in New South Wales, II, p 162.
J[ames] Thompson, letter of 10 August 1833, in Architectural Magazine, I (December
1834), p 377.
Australasian Builder & Contractor's News, 16 March 1889, p 249.
C W Pasley, Observations on Limes, Calcareous Cements, &c (London 1838),
appendix pp 114-5. Pasley does not name Cotton, but see John Weiler, 'Colonial
Connections: Royal Engineers and Building Technology Transfer in the Nineteenth
Century', Construction History, XII (1996), pp 4-5, ref A T Cotton, 'Magnesia Cement',
Professional Papers of the Madras Engineers, I (1845), p 28.
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major magnesium deposits at Salem and Trichinopoly. 98 The new material
came into wide use in India, where it was also tested by J T Smith. Next,
during the 1830s, Pasley tested magnesian limestones from the north of
England, but was not optimistic about their usefulness. 99 In France Chatoney
and Rivot asserted that magnesian limestone produced a superior cement for
hydraulic works, but a commission report took the reverse view, and actually
recommended that magnesian cements be barred from use. In the United
States Q A Gillmore challenged the stance of the French commission and
pointed out that the most reliable local limes, under the various Rosendale
brands, were from magnesian stone.100
Specimens of newly discovered limestones were tested by J G Knight in a
small kiln set up for the purpose in 1859, and produced a hydraulic cement.
Amongst these, it seems, were the 'shelly or magnesian' limestones used in
combination with ironstone to produce a cement according to a patent taken
out by T P Edwards in 1862. Edwards seems to have referred to two different
stones, a shelly limestone from the coast near Geelong and elsewhere, and a
magnesian limestone or dolomite discovered in the excavation of the Reilly
Street drain at Collingwood. Although the latter was reported in the Australian
Builder as a likely source of 'good artificial cement', it seems to have
contained such a mixture of ingredients as to be almost a natural cement
stone, and was clearly inspired by the success of magnesian cement in India.
Edwards was followed by W H Hughan, who made two patent applications, of
which one was granted, for a cement using clay and quartz tailings. The
other, for 'Hughan's Portland Cement', was refused in 1861, probably
because it used magnesian clay and was similar to Edwards's patent. 101 It
would seem that it should not be regarded as a Portland cement, but it is not
clear whether Hughan was a local resident or an overseas applicant. 102
Identifying examples of Roman cement is a difficult matter, but a promising
example is the mass concrete house 'Craiglee' at Sunbury, Victoria, dating
from 1865. An analysis by L I Ebbels, of Sharp & Howells, has shown that
the components are more consistent with Roman cement than anything else,
on the grounds that the proportions of alumina and ferric oxide are much
higher than in Portland cement.103
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Weiler, 'Colonial Connections', p 4, ref J M Brown, 'Contributions of the British to
Irrigation Engineering in Upper India in the Nineteenth Century', Transactions of the
Newcomen Society, LV (1983-4), pp 85-112.
Pasley, Limes, Calcareous Cements, &c, p 28.
Gillmore, Hydraulic Cements and Mortars, pp 304-5. See also pp 48, 49, 51 & 53 for
the Rosendale companies.
Lewis, 'Tradition and Innovation', II, p 310-13.
Hughan was later to obtain a British patent for the use of Portland, Roman and other
cements in deodorizing works: Great Britain, patent no 2893 to W H Hughan, 19
September 1868. Also related patents, no 67, 8 January 1879; no 3060, 30 November
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Portland
cement

Craiglee
sample

calcium as oxide
CaO

64

64

soluble silica
SiO2

22

23

7 - 12

23

aluminium oxide & ferric
oxide
Al2O3 & Fe2O3

The balance of probability would be that the house was built using the cement
of the Schnapper Point company, which operated up until the year of its
construction.

e. mortar and grout
There is little distinctively local about the use of mortar in Australia, but there
are some regional variations both in the materials used and in their
application. Animal hair also might be mixed in the mortar,104 or human hair if
necessary: in 1832 it was reported that four hundred convicts were being
shorn at Norfolk Island to provide hair for the purpose. 105 In a specification
for houses near Melbourne in 1854 the foundation walls were of coursed
bluestone rubble, 'courses to be grouted with good hot lime grout'. The
mortar in the walls was to be one part of Port Phillip lime to three of loam and
sand, in equal proportions, 'well mixed with pure water and to be made up in
large banks until approved by the Architects.' The mortar used by the
plasterer was to be
one part of good fresh Port Phillip lime and two of sand and loam in
equal proportions with the addition of sufficient quantity of long pile hair.
The fine stuff to be well soaked and may have a small quantity of
washed sharp drift sand added.

In the same houses of 1854 the underside of the roofing slates was to be
parged (that is, sealed with a rough render) with Roman cement. 106 In a
104
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Gilbert White recorded in his diary ‘Sheared my mongrel dog Rover, and made use of
his white hair in plaster for the ceiling’: quoted in Joanna Capon, Plaster Work (Milsons
Point [NSW] 1992), p 11.
Sydney Herald, 27 February 1832, p 3, quoted in Ian Evans, The Australian Home
(Sydney 1983), p 35.
Russell, Watts & Pritchard, 'Specifications for ... Dwelling houses ... at Elwood .. for
Joseph Docker', 13 December 1854, Docker papers, State Library of Victoria, pp 2, 6-7,
18.
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similar way the slate roof of W M Bell's warehouse in Melbourne in 1856 was
'rendered with hair mortar', presumably on the underside, but a specification
of 1891 required only the top course of slates and the hips to be bedded in a
hair mortar.107 A specification of 1878 required the builder to 'properly parget
the flues with lime mortar mixed with cow dung, and afterwards core the
same'.108
In 1867 J H Stanton, clerk of works for the construction of a country
homestead, conducted what seems to have been an experiment to develop a
means of monitoring the amount of lime used on a job.
... Made up a Bed of Mortar as Follows,
put one Bag of Fresh unslacked Lime into the Box used for running lime into
Lime mortar continued in use in Australia long after Portland cement became
common, not only because it was cheaper but because its properties were in
some respects superior - for though it was no not so strong it was more
flexible and indeed self-healing. In 1891 the architect W S Law required his
mortar to be of Lillydale lime (that produced near Melbourne by David
Mitchell) and clean sharp grit sand in the proportion of three bags of lime to
one 'load' of sand, well mixed, and allowed to stand for a week before being
used.109

f. stucco
The lack of any local source of hydraulic lime or cement meant that the use of
stucco was limited in early Sydney, though less restricted in most other major
settlements. Traditional stucco was strictly speaking made of gypsum plaster,
but this was so rarely used for external work in either Britain or Australia that
we must understand the term to normally refer to a composition, 'compo' as it
was known, of sand and cement. There were in theory ways of producing a
reasonably durable stucco from a good common lime, though there's little
evidence of this in Australia.
In Britain Inigo Jones had rendered several buildings in lime mortar, but the
practice then largely lapsed,110 subject to a few exceptions where an
authentically Italian finish was sought, as in Vanbrugh's work in the court of
Blenheim Palace and Colen Campbell's treatrment of Mereworth Castle.
Robert Adam used stucco in Hanover Square in 1776, but Summerson
surmises that this was Liardet's patent type.111 In 1776 Dr Bryan Higgins had
given a public lecture course in chemistry, in which he described his various
107
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recipes for making a durable mortar by mixing in bone ash and other
pozzolanic materials. In 1779 he took out a patent for his preferred method,
and he licensed James and Samuel Wyatt (architect and builder respectively)
to use the material.112 In the same year Wyatt and Higgins's cement was
used on the façade of Conduit Lane, London. 113
Whether any use was made in Australia of Higgins's mixture it is impossible
to say, but it must have been quickly overtaken by Parker and Wyatt's
'Roman Cement'. The advantage of Parker's or Mulgrave's Roman cement,
and indeed of gypsum plaster, was that it set rapidly. Frost's 'cement'
(actually a hydraulic lime, though Frost did later produce a cement), was
slower, especially as it was sometimes mixed with common lime. So was
Bailey's composition, a stone lime slaked immediately after burning and
mixed with three parts of clean sharp sand.114 By the mid-nineteenth century
the usual options for an external compo or stucco in Britain were Roman,
Portland, Bailey's, Johns's, Brown's or Robinson's cement, and London
builders often used the same materials for internal plastering, running
cornices and casting ornaments.115
A wall intended for stucco would have the main mouldings and other
projections roughed out in brick, cut to shape if necessary, or occasionally in
stone, and on these cores cornices were run in much the came way as
internal ones. If the core was of stone rather than brick, three coats might be
required, but according to Haddon two were the norm, 'the stuff being gauged
not too rich, otherwise fine cracks may occur'.116 A good example of
brickwork prepared for the purpose, with projecting courses roughly hacked to
shape, can be seen in the Greek Orthodox Church, Victoria Parade, East
Melbourne, by Walter Butler. It was not uncommon, as occurred in this case,
for the the completion of the stucco or render to be deferred, especially in
Melbourne in the 1850s, when labour was very dear. As a rule any major wall
of that period built in bluestone rubble, as at 'Bishopscourt', East Melbourne,
should be assumed to have been intended for stucco, though it might be
omitteed or deferred for reasons of economy, as happened at the Melbourne
Hospital in 1845.117 Earlier and simpler stuccoed buildings might have been
enriched with a cornice, a row of dentils, a name plate and modest scrolls or
modillions, possibly carried out in a higher grade lime or cement as discussed
below. But the increasing availability of Portland cement, and of the various
proprietary 'artificial stones' based upon it, gave rise to far more elaborate
decorations in the 1880s.
The addition of colouring materials other than pigments is not recorded in
Australia, though it has a long history elsewhere, especially in Italy, where the
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Achaean Greek temples, being of inferior stone, were coated in a plaster
containing crushed marble. In the Renaissance much the same was done,
using a stucco known as marmorino, which achieved a marble effect by the
addition of powdered seashells and travertine marble dust, and was pressed
with a hot iron after being applied.118 It was also common in Italy, and
likewise in British Georgian architecture, to rule the surface in imitation of
ashlar masonry,119 and this became the norm in Australia. The use of
common lime for stucco was optimistic in the English climate, and even in
Australia imported Roman cement would be used for better quality work. The
Settler's Hand Book of 1861 recommended, for a 'water cement, or stucco for
walls':
Take 56 lbs. [25.4 kg] of pure coarse sand, 42 lbs. [19 kg] of pure fine
sand, mix them together, and moisten them thoroughly with lime-water;
to the wetted sand add 14 lbs. [6.4 kg] of pure fresh burnt lime, and
while beating them up together, add in successive portions, 14 lbs. of
bone ash; the quicker and more perfectly, these materials are beaten
together, and the sooner they are used the better, as they harden
rapidly.120

Externally the aim was always to imitate the appearance of stone, but not
necessarily that it should be pristine and homogeneous. William Atkinson, in
England in 1805, advocated more picturesque effects. He proposed a
mixture of quicklime and sharp sand, coloured to imitate stone, which would
'improve daily by the mosses and weather stains. 121 This was a dash coat
rather than a true stucco, but for the latter he again used slaked lime with
clean sharp sand which 'if laid on with an uneven surface, to give it the
appearance of undressed stone, will produce all the desired effect, and look
better than rough-cast.' He had also seen and liked walls with pebbles the
size of a hazel nut pressed into the plastered surface. 122
A typical English specification for an exterior stucco surface the early
nineteenth century was 'to lath, lay, set, and colour stone colour ...' 123
Atkinson recommended as colouring additives (more particularly for a render
on rough brickwork), yellow ochre and lamp black, or ivory black (or, even
124
better, 'blue black' prepared from charcoal).
It was essential, according to
James Thompson, that brick or stone walls on the south or weather side
should be stuccoed 'for, if this is not done, the rain penetrates the bricks or
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For such purposes 'Roman'

The second government house at Parramatta, built by Hunter in 1799, had a
stucco finish grooved to imitate stone, as will be mentioned below, and it
would be of some interest to know what lime was used for it, or whether some
of the new Roman cement was imported for the purpose. The locally burnt
lime was of course not sufficiently waterproof to make a really durable
external stucco, and as soon as good bricks could be made they were
adopted as the main material for important public buildings. This is
characteristic of the work of our first important architect, Francis Greenway. It
is by no means clear how a durable stucco was achieved in most early
buildings, but it is notable that for two good quality terrace houses in
Melbourne a specification of 1854 called for a stucco of Sullivan's artificial
stone, a material to be discussed below.126
A resemblance to ashlar masonry was commonly attempted by ruling the
stucco in an ashlar pattern divided by shallow grooves, pencil or crayon lines,
or both. Such ruling was common, for example, in John Lee Archer's work in
Van Diemen's Land. The surface might also be tinted or washed over to give
it a more credible colour. One of the earliest examples is at Old Government
House, Parramatta, where the front pile was built in 1799-1800, and the depth
doubled in 1812-16. In recent years part of the original rear wall surface has
been exposed to reveal the finish as it was in 1812, if not 1800. It is a light
whitish colour, mottled rather unconvincingly with an ochreous pigment, and
ruled as ashlar using a thick pencil or crayon. Specifications rarely give any
details of this ruling process, but say something like 'well hand floated
trowelled rubbed up and lined off as may be directed by the Architects.' 127
At the New Norfolk Hospital / Lunatic Asylum, Tasmania, it appears that the
surviving stucco on Archer's original building date from the 1850s when the
verandah was added. It is a yellow ochreous colour, ruled in white below the
verandah, and struck elsewhere.128 There are blind windows where called for
by the composition, and these are painted in a trompe l'oeil manner which is
believed to be original.129 At 'Pontville', built in the 1840s in what is now the
Melbourne suburb of Doncaster, the original stucco surface has been
preserved inbact above a later ceiling within the veradah, and has a dull
reddish-brown surface tint and ruling in dark grey or black.130
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Much of the earlier lime-based stucco was was very light or almost white in
colour,131 and in many other cases it was probably coloured principally by the
chosen sand, rather than by other additives, as was common in Britain. But it
might still be coloured after application. Kelly's price book of 1853 describes
contemporary British practice. A stucco of Roman or Parker's cement should
immediately upon completion be 'frescoed with colour, composed of five
ounces of copperas [iron sulphate] to every gallon of water, nmxed up with as
much cement and fresh lime as will produce the effect required' - that being
the appearance of Bath or Portland stone. Another option was 'patent paint
cement', a type of cerment sold in casks at a considerably greater cost than
either Romnan or Portland cement, but use much more sparingly, and able to
be painted as soon as the stucco was dry.
Various washes were marketed in England for use on stucco, to enhance its
resemblance to the more fashionable building stones, and the best known of
these, Johns & Co's Patent Permanent Stucco Wash, was marketed in
Melbourne by Dickson, Williams & Co.132 More commonly such washes were
made up on the job, some of them actually containing cement, with or without
size, and others based upon materials such as plaster of Paris or lime. 133 In
Australia the Settler's Hand-Book recommended a distemper consisting of:
1 gallon [4.61] of skimmed milk.
2lbs. [990 g] quick lime.
4 lbs. [1.9 kg] color.
1 lb. [450 g] linseed oil.
This color may be whiting, ochre, or any colout you require.
Mix it in this manner, out the lime after having well sifted it into a clean
well burnt earthern vessel, poutr on it a little milk, until it becomesd fluid,
then add a little piil, stirring the whole up with a wooden spoon, or
spatula; add the remainder of the milk and oil alternately, concluding
with the coloring matter, previously mixed with a little of the milk.
In adding the coloring great care must be taken not to pour it into one
spot, but to spread it over the surface of the liquid, and to mix the whole
as rapidly as possible; otherwise it will be difficult to bring the whole
mixture to an equality of colour.
When the walls are good, and not discolored, one coat will be sufficient,
also for ceilings; but for wood work two coats will be necessary, which
may be laid on within an hour, as it dries quickly. It becomes not only
more solid, but much handsomer than any other modes in common use;
requiring less labor and no fire in the preparation.134
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referred to in the specification as 'stucco'. He has found similar material at 'Lanyon',
ACT; Glass Terrace, Fitzroy; and internally at 'Woodlands', Tullamarine, typically as a
4:1 sand:lime mix.
Charles Mayes, Victorian Contractors' and Builders' Price-Book (Melbourne 1859), p x.
P N Hasluck, Cassell's House Decoration (London 1910), pp 159-60.
Australian Settler's Handbook, p 11.
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Earlier stucco buildings are not highly ornamented, and such ornament as
there is is often precast work using ingredients of a higher quality than those
of the wall surface. Similarly finer mouldings and work in more vulnerable
situations might be executed in Portland cement or Keene's cement (which is
actually a hard plaster). Portland cement was to acquire its name in England
because of its resemblance to Portland stone when used as a stucco. This
was undoubtedly its major use in the Australian colonies as well, especially
on important public buildings, such as the St Kilda Town Hall, Melbourne, in
1859.135
Most subsequent buildings of any architectural elaboration
depended upon Portland cement, either because they included castings and
mouldings which required it, or because they were fully coated in it, as was
the case with 'Mandeville Hall', Melbourne, in 1877.136 Indeed by 1877 Mayes
could say that, for external work, stucco or lime plaster had been entirely
superseded by Portland cement 'compo' [composition mortar] in Melbourne
and Sydney. Nevertheless, specimens of stucco twenty years old were to be
found in Sydney, still in good condition, and in country districts where
limestone was available, lime might still be the best material to use. If it were
properly coated, and treated with chunam, it would be just as durable as
cement compo.137 The word 'chunam' had a meaning other than its original
Indian one - a fine plaster of shell lime, jaghery water [sugar water], egg white
and ghee [clarified butter] in various proportions. 138 Mayes meant a mixture
of one bushel [0.36 m3] of lime to two gallons [9 l] of best 'thin black oil'. 139
Hornabrook's shops in Adelaide were completed in 1887 with a brick front
and cement bands, dressings, cornices and pilasters, all coloured in imitation
of stone.140 Whether the colour was integral or in the form of a wash or paint
is unclear, for Portland cement was not necessarily treated with a stucco
wash. Contrasting colours in the cement might be used to enhance the
appearance of the building. John Sulman referred in 1887 to shops in Bond
Street, Sydney, where 'the mouldings and their ornaments are run in a white
cement in contrast with the plain grey of the body of the walling, and the
effect is by no means unsatisfactory.'141 A surviving example of such a
treatment is 'Noorilim' homestead near Nagambie, Victoria.
More commonly cement render was left in its natural colour, which itself
depended very much upon the brand of cement used and the choice of the
sand. In one instance, 'Benvenuta' in Melbourne, the work was formed using
Knight, Bevan & Sturge's, the leading British cement, but finished in the
German 'Stern' or star brand, with different sands in the two mixes, and with
the finished surface ruled as blockwork:
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Australian Builder, 24 December 1859, p 409, quoting the St Kilda Chronicle.
Town and Country Journal, 3 March 1877, p 348.
Mayes, Australian Builders' Price-Book (1877), p 85
Smith's note in L J Vicat [translated J T Smith], A Practical and Scientific Treatise on
Calcareous Mortars and Cements (London 1837), p 136.
Mayes, Australian Builders' Price-Book (1877), p 97.
Australasian Builder & Contractor's News, 3 September 1887, p 267.
Australasian Builder & Contractor's News, 11 June 1887, p 72.
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The whole of the outside cement work to be Worked in Knight Bevan's
and finished in Star brand, composed of three parts of washed
Sandridge sand with one of cement for the first coat and two parts of
washed Caulfield sand with one of cement for the fining. To cement in
two coats as above described, the whole of the external brickwork
(excepting back walls of the main building above conservatory roof and
to outbuildings) also inside walls of Conservatory and face of retaining
wall to same also insides and tops of parapets and shafts of chimneys.
The whole finished to an even thickness of 3/4" and to a uniform colour,
all to be block lined (with the exception of the insides of parapets)
including cross joints to all mouldings and arches. The whole of the
face mouldings to be run clean and sharp and all work to be of an even
colour and well watered at the various stages of progress.142

'Indian Dyphoor' seems to have been some sort of render to be asplied to
roof surfaces. It was described as a 'cement composition .. well adapted for
keeping out the heat', and was to be used on the annexes ro the
Woolloomooloo Fish Market, Sydney, in 1871.143
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Law, 'Specifications ... for Mrs. L. Abrahams', p 44.
Sydney Morning Herald, 4 September 1871, p 4.

